Decomposition of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in atmospheric aqueous droplets through sulfate anion radicals: an experimental and theoretical study.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are environmental pollutants that have received considerable attention because of their carcinogenic and mutagenic effects. PAHs can be degraded by sulfate anion radicals in atmospheric aqueous droplets. This study was to investigate the mechanism and degradation products of sulfate anion radical reaction with anthracene (ANT) by experimental and quantum chemical approaches. From these observations of the experiments, the sulfate anion radical is capable of oxidizing ANT rapidly and three intermediates anthraquinone (ATQ), 1-hydroxyanthraquinone (1-hATQ), and 1,4-dihydroxyanthraquinone (1,4-dhATQ) were detected as degradation products by GC-MS. The proposed one-electronic transfer mechanism of sulfate anion radical reaction with ANT was modeled using hybrid density function theory (BHandHLYP) methods. Geometry optimization and vibrational frequency analysis calculation were performed for reactants, transition states, intermediates, and products. The potential energy surfaces of these reactions are explored to establish structures and relative energies of reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products. Computational results suggest that initial electron transfer step is predicted to have activation energy of -3.35 kcal/mol in water, indicating that ANT can be oxidized quickly in atmospheric aqueous droplets. The reaction pathways have been proposed on the basis of these experimental and theoretical findings. The results may provide useful information for a better understanding of the sulfate anion radical-initiated reactions in atmospheric aqueous droplets such as clouds, rains or fogs.